Privacy Policy

Data Protection / Privacy
The way of usage and the collection of information during your visit to our website will be explained in this data protection notice. An application to other websites including links to this or other websites belonging to Extrude Hone LLC does not take place.

Responsible body, contact address
The responsibly body for this online website regarding the data protection law is Extrude Hone GmbH Holzgünz Germany. For further information about the way of exercising your rights or questions corresponding to the declaration, please contact: Dr. Otto Grohmann

Recording and Processing Personal Data
To secure the system, the domain name or IP address of the requesting computer including the date of access, the file request from the client (file name and URL), the HTTP response code and the previous opened web site, as well as the number of bytes transmitted in the course of the connection, will be temporarily recorded during your visit on our website. Personal data for specific purposes, for example as part of a request for information, a competition, an application/request for information on a job, or something similar, are not captured unless you provide this information on a voluntary basis. This includes information such as your name, your address, your telephone number or your email address. Furthermore, the treatment of personal information which was collected by Extrude Hone during your visit on any of our internet publications takes place in line with the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Use and Disclosure of the Above Mentioned Personal Data
In each specific case personal data are solely used to the extent required and not beyond. This includes technical website administration and the meeting of your requests and demands according to the stated purposes or for product-related surveys and marketing purposes. Only when forced by law, data will be processed to the state authorities. The confidentiality is the main priority of our staff.

Google Analytics
On our website a web analysis service from Google Inc. ("Google") is used, called Google Analytics. By saving so-called "cookies", text files, on your computer, Google Analytics allows to analyze your usage of the website. The collection of your produced usage-information during your website visit is afterwards transferred and saved at a server operated by Google in the USA. Within all member states of the European Union and in all other countries who are contract partners to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, the user's IP address is first truncated by Google as a result of activation of IP anonymization on this web site. Transfer and saving of a complete IP address to a server which is engaged by Google in the USA takes only place in exceptional scenarios.
Under the authority of the organization running this website, information will be used by Google to compile reports on web site activity and to provide the organization running the online publication with further services related to web site utilization and the usage of the Internet.
A combination with other data from Google and your IP address provided by your browser, when utilizing
Google Analytics, will not be carried out.

Deactivation add-on
A prevention of the usage of cookies can be taken when changing settings in your browser software appropriately; nonetheless, full functionality of this website might be limited then. Further, by downloading and installing the browser plug-in available on the following link: http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en the acquisition by Google of the data produced by the cookie and related to your utilization of the web site (incl. your IP address), as well as the processing of these data by Google can be prevented.

Opt-out
Another opportunity or as an addition to prevent the acquisition of data by Google Analytics the following link can be clicked: <a href="javascript:gaOptout()">Deactivate Google Analytics</a>
This will save an opt-out cookie on your computer which will prevent the acquisition of your data on visiting this web site in future. However, only in this browser and only for this domain the opt-out works. During this process saving of an opt-out cookie on your machine takes place. After deletion of your cookies in this browser, this link must be clicked again.

Detailed information on terms and conditions of use and data protection can be found at http://www.google.com/analytics/terms/us.html or at http://www.google.com/intl/de/analytics/privacyoverview.html. It is also necessary to remark that on this web site Google Analytics has been extended with the code "gat._anonymizelp();" this ensures that IP addresses are acquired anonymously (so-called IP masking).

Product Information and Newsletter
Newsletters or customized e-mails with information and offers on the Extrude Hone products and services to the e-mail address provided during you registration will be sent to you, when you register here. Subsequent to your registration, your consent to the further use of your e-mail address for the above information and offers can be revoked by you at any time. See also the section “Consent”.

Job applications
Solely for the filling of vacancies within our company, your job applications are processed. After completion of the application procedure, your application data will be deleted and the documents destroyed. Only exceptions of this application are if statutory requirements preclude this deletion, if it is necessary to further store data for purposes of evidence or if you have expressly consented to longer storage of the data.

Consent
The process of using your data is governed by the relevant current legislation. If we wish the usage of data for a purpose which requires your consent in accordance with this legislation, your explicit consent in each case will be requested. Your explicit declaration of consent is not obviated by your mere registration, use of our website or recognition of this data protection notice.

Even if your consent was given once, your consent may be revoked by you at any time and/or object to future usage of your data without leading to any costs other than the transmission costs according to the basic tariffs. If you wish to do this, your revocation of your consent shall be sent to the address indicated in section “Your rights”. Your revocation may also be sent by normal mail.
Your rights
User of our website have the right to request information which were saved by us related to their data. In certain circumstances, users have also the right to correct, block or delete their personal data. For further information or detailed explanations or regarding the exercise of your rights, please contact: Dr. Otto Grohmann

Security
For the protection of personal data which are saved from unauthorized access or misuse, extensive, state-of-the-art technical and organizational measures are implemented

Contact
For further information, suggestions questions or for requests in order to specifically change, restrict or delete your personal data, please contact Extrude Hone. help@extrudehone.com